Communication, Language and Literacy

Learning is fun in FS2!

We will be exploring seashores and oceans this half
term and will be reading lots of fiction and nonHic
fiction books including The Sandhorse, Commotion
in the Ocean, Katie Morag, The Rainbow Fish, The
Sea Monster, Shanti the Wandering Dog of Sennen,
Bilbo the Lifeguard dog, The Mousehole Cat,
Sneakers the Seaside Cat, Lighthouse Keeper’s
Lunch and other stories.

In maths we will be recognising and forming
numbers correctly to 20. Counting on and back
securely. Practical and recorded addition and
subtraction. We will also be solving mathematical
problems and challenges. We will continue to
learn more about shape, space and measure.

SHOW AND TELL TUESDAY

R.E. and other
occasions -We will be
reading Bible stories for
th
children. Eid ul Fitr 4 June
th
Shavuot 9 June The
th
Queen’s Birthday 4 June
th
Father’s Day 16 June

Ways to help at home
Sharing books/Reading
school reading books
Learning letters and key
words
Writing full names forming
capital and lower case
letters correctly
Practising forming letters
and numbers
Counting up and down to
10 or 20 and beyond.
Finding 3D shapes in the
environment.
Weighing and Measuring
Counting out objects
together accurately one by
one and adding them
together.

PSE We will be

Seashores and Oceans

learning about the
dangers of water
and finding out
about the Royal
National Lifeboat
Institution.

Jesse Gray Golden
Rules
Assemblies
BUSY BOOKS –You are
welcome to continue them if
you wish. We also love to
read your children’s
favourite books at story
times too!
Please continue reading and
key words for home
learning.

Early Learning Goal: Children count reliably with numbers from one
to 20, place them in order and say which number is one more or one
less than a given number. Using quantities and objects, they add and
subtract two single-digit numbers and count on or back to find the
answer. They solve problems, including doubling, halving and
sharing. Children use everyday language to talk about size, weight,
capacity, position, distance, time and money to compare quantities
and objects and to solve problems. They recognise, create and
describe patterns. They explore characteristics of everyday objects
and shapes

Understanding the World

Being healthy
through exercise,
the food we eat and
hygiene.
Circle Times

Numeracy

Summer Term 3.2

Physical Development
Motor Skills - cutting, sticking and box
modelling. Play and salt dough. Clay.
Paint mixing, collage, cutting and
sticking. Dance, drama, movement and
ring games, Dough Disco. Outdoor play
REAL PE with Mr Smith each Tuesday
morning.

We will be learning about seashores and oceans and
how we care for them. How to have care and concern
for living things and the environment. We will be
finding out about our coastlines in the UK and those
far away. We will be looking at how places are
Money and ‘real life’ problems
different. What would we find in the ocean, on the
beach? Shells, fish, rock pools, fishing, coral, tides and
Making
decisions,
waves.
What checking
would results
we like to find out? Are mermaids
and sea monsters real? Is there a real Rainbow Fish?
The life of a lifeboat man and a life guard dog!
Floating and sinking.
Early Learning Goal Children know about similarities and
differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things.
They talk about the features of their own immediate environment
and how environments might vary from one another. They make
observations of animals and plants and explain why some things
occur, and talk about changes.

Expressive Arts and Design

We will be box modelling, paint mixing, collage, cutting and sticking. We will have weekly singing and music lessons with
Mrs Walton. We will be making boats to explore floating and sinking and testing different materials to see if they are
waterproof too. We will be having dance and drama in the hall each week.

